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Let us assume that every particle, every smallest bit of Creation is imbued with the complete set of attributes
of God. There follows, the assumption that to a very great extent, the smaller bits create the larger bits on a
Physical level. As these processes continue to more and more complex forms and combinations, there is a
longer and longer chain of Intention. This sequence could be continued to be played out and it might be
expected that an Earthlike planet would hit the stage at one point. (After all, if 1000 monkeys can knock out
Shakespeare in only 1000 years, we can expect little teeny Godlettes to throw together a planet!)
Just picture that celebrated vision of Earth taken from the Space. You can see the complete machine down
there clanking away, and to all perception that the picture gives, doing just fine. Now drop down on a slope
of the Himalayan Mountains. All about you is the glaring glory of the primordial, pristine Planet. In the
distance you can see the summer melt-off cascading down in a torrent, rushing to eventually reach the sea.
And you can imagine the sea far in the distance – its horizon, a slashed line describing the collision of the
water’s hard blue, against the vaster blue of the sky – the same soothing light blue that is all about you now.
Inspiring, and we haven’t even left the Physical! These innumerable little Godlettes have followed their
Nature and combined to throw together quite a nice looking playground.
If this be so, then it is imperative to be aware of the differences between a Live Group and a Dead Group.
The USA before and after the “Civil War” is a good example of gradients between Live and Dead Groups.
Before the CW, the States were free agents that had come together with a common set of objectives. Each
was a unique sovereign State, or Nation.
Before the CW, the international press referred to the USA in the plural, i.e. “The United States are planning
to…” After the CW, it changed to the singular, i.e. “The United States is planning to…”
The point here is not whether slavery is good or bad, the point is that the USA became much less of a Live
Group – the individual members ceased to be free – they were forced to be in the Group and act in a manner
that they did not want to act. And the war wasn’t really the Northern States versus the Southern States, it was
the Federal Government versus the States’ Governments.
Sovereign entities had created a Group. The Group had arrogated to itself powers that the individual entities
did not have. (No State had the right to tell any other State what to do. That was understood.) But after the
CW the entity, the US, became the senior, and the States became the juniors – just the opposite to its initial
creation.
Now to the point of all this – the Body. The Body is made up of organs, which themselves are made up of
cells. The cells are made up of various organic materials, etc. My contention is that if the Body is not doing
well, it may be that it, or parts of it have become Dead Participants of the Group which they make up. It
would seem that addressing this possibility, with the intention of rehabilitating the less complex unit to

recognize its Sovereignty, would allow the unit to recover and reassert its place in the Group – that of
Creator, rather than Slave.

